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According to the appointment by the International
Atomic Energy Agency, Technical Assistance Department, I
have worked for four months as an expert in the field of
nuclear-physics (studies on thermal neutron radiative
capture) at the Nuclear Research Institute (¥Rl) of
Baghdad.

Before coming to what I have done as an expert I
should like first to say some words about the Institute
as a whole.

NRI and Iraq's tasks in economy

I am of the opinion that this question should-be the
subject of a special study. As for myself I have neither
time nor proper qualifications to look into this question
thoroughly but, nevertheless, I consider it possible to
make some remarks in this connection-.

It is obvious to everyone that nuclear physics and
atomic energy have been entering into every country's
economy on an evergrowing scale. It is sufficient to say
that some tasks are already now being solved best by using
atomic energy. What is exceptional in the NRI position
is that it is a single Institute., apart from the Institute
of Radiation Medicine, which is engaged in studying the
applications of atomic energy. All this makes the
Institute take a heavy load on its shoulders in order to
put the achievements of nuclear physics and atomic engineering
into practice in this country's economic life. In relation
to this remark I think that two thirds of the Institute's.
activities should be directed to solve app'lieâ tasks and
'only one third should be devoted to solve academic and
scientific problèmes. So far this division has not been
observed clearly.

At the present time the task tc develop atomic energy
in Iraq is not being put forth and main efforts in the work
of this Institute must be undertaken to implement the methods
of nuclear physics and to apply nuclear radiation to all
the most vital aspects of the country1s economic life:
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l) Oil industry;

• 2) Prospect for source of raw materials;

3) _ Agriculture including the- problems of saïted

4) Food industry - food storage?

5) Scientific and technical training of cadres.

NRI Structure

At present Dr. J. D. Jafar is acting director of
the Institute» The IRT reactor~is the main..research and
production base of the Institute. Besides the reactor
department the Institute includes other main departments,
siich a s s • •• ' •

1) Isotopes Production Department;

2) Physics Department;

3) RadioMology Department?

4) Geology Department. •

Below follows a short description of the state .of
affairs in these departments.

1. In the radioisotope department headed by :Dr. -A. Wahid
a chain .-of hot cells has been put into operation and the year
of I969 saw the first isotopes production for medical
•purposes, .such ass. 24Wa,• .4ZK, 13 ll, 51Cr, 32p and 99<pCo
It should be noted that 131i isotope is of high quality.
It is planned to produce organic radioactive preparations in
1970. <• The output of hot-cells chain is as much as 300c a
•year, so thv. Institute is faced with, the problem of selling
off radioactive preparations. ;

2. .-The physics department headed by Dr. J. Jafar is
carrying out- the work on three lines; .

a) nuclear physics - studies on neutron radiative
c a p t u r e 5 • .. • •*-

b) solid state physics - neutron-diffraction studies;
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c) r.eutron activation analysis of elements content»

The physics department has just received up-to-date
experimental equipment; Ge-detector spectrometer with 1024
and 2048 channel analyzers, neutron diffractormeter and pneumatic
transporter for activation analysis. There is planned a
construction of the measurements center including a computer.
Taking into account the present developing pace of physicss
and that of equipment engineering, the equipment is becoming
soon.out of date; the.Iraqi physicists have got to "be advised
to he quick in gaining experimental data in order to move
the Iraqi science forth onto the advanced position. Prom
this point of view there is probably no sense in taking up
new directions in research work on physics, but for the time
being to limit oneself and to widen the scale of investigations
in the already chosen ones. As for the Physics Department
research work, it should be noted that considerable progress
in studies on nuclear physics has been made. This progress
has become possible due mainly to the energy of Dr. J. Jafar.
This direction has already started carrying out scientific
investigations.

On the other hand, works on neutron activation analysis.are
deserving critical remarks. So far this direction has
neither leader nor permanent composition of a team, which
has been instructed well on the work. It is necessary for
the directorate of the Institute to solve this .problems and
from now on the activation analysis team should work in close
contact with the geological department and the oilmen.

3. The radiobiology department headed by Dr. P. 41-Khalisi
is the youngest one 5 the programme of its studies has not been
finally defined yet. At present the department is in the
process of putting research directions into shape. It
includes the consideration of possible ways to solve such
problems as the problem of salted soils, food storage, fight
against agricultural insects and as for scientific problems -
studies on the metabolism of plants.

4. The geological department is headed by Dr. I. Al-]?adhli.
This department is the.oldest one of the Institute that had
started carrying out its works long before the construction
of the reactor was over. A.mong the most known works of tbis
department are the works on determination of uranium content



in the rocks. At the present time works are planned
to outline oil- fields of Iraq. Unfortunately, this department
is nof' sufficiently equipped with modern equipment for
conducting geological prospects by using the methods of
nuclear geophysics and nuclear geochemistry. Closer
contacts are necessary between this department and the neutron
activation team of the physics department.

All that has been said above makes it obvious that the
problems of economic tasks of Iraq are raised in the plans of
the Nuclear Research Institute. However, the work on these
problems is in an embryonic state and it is difficult to say
now whether these works are going to be carried out in
sufficient volume. But in my opinion it is evident even
now that-due to some uncertain reasons oil problems take far
too little part in the FRI work. On this account I find it
possible to touch this question shortly.

Oil and NET

Oil is the main national treasure of Iraq, and this
problem is supposed to have to invite the special attention
of the ITRIo Commonly known are the fields where oil
problems-and the application of atomic energy meets

1) Neutron radiation logging of oil bore holes;

2) Activation analysis of ad-mixtures content in oil?

• 3) •Application of radioactive isotopes in oil industry!

4) Cracking of oil products by radiation;

5) Polimerization of organic compounds Under radiation

impact.

A.t the NRI initial works wero carried out only on
activation analysis of ad-mixtures content in oil, the questions
of polimerization .and outlining of oil-fields are under
discussion now. 4s for items 4 an<l 5 i* should be noted
that the Baghdad University has highly qualified chemists
who are able to carry out works of this kind. The Atomic .
Energy Commission of Iraq ought to find ways to invite tho
university chemists to work on the reactor.
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Scientific and technical cadres

Alongside the High Educational Institutes, the carrying—
out of research works is the best way to train highly qualified
scientific and technical cadres which means that the question
of the necessity tc conduct these works in Iraq is at once
removed from the agenda. Before the reactor construction
Iraq did not possess a good material "base for carrying out
scientific and research works by use of nuclear physics
methods, therefore, cadres had beer trained abroad. At
present the situation has sharply caanged and cadres can be
trained at the Institute. Unfortunately, little work is
being done in this direction<. Evidently, this also demands
closer contacts between the Baghdad University and the Nuclear
Research Institute.

IAEA assistance and questions of co-operation

The Agency renders substantial aid to this Institute
with both equipment and training cadres, but as regards this
question I should like to make some remarks.

It is necessary to control the effectiveness of the
qualification practice of specialists on IAEA fellowships.
There is evidently a necessity to introduce reports on the
qualification of the practitioner's work during the three
years after the end of the qualification practice. Such
reports must be presented by Atomic Energy Commissions.

The IAEA, institute of experts has both positive and
negative features. The fact that an expert is personally •
responsible for, and interested in, some work is a positive
feature; the negative one is that he is interested in a
definite, often in a short period of time, and narrow field
of his appointment. The.expert is not interested in an
arrangement of fundamental long-term researches, but on the
contrary these researches hamper his short—term work.

In this respect a co-operation of institutes may prove
to be more fruitful as it is to continue for majiy years to come,
and the Institute can render assistance not only with specialists,
but with materials'and. equipment as well which, at times,
determines the tempo of the work being done.



My -work as an expert on nuclear physics,;.',;.

In 1967 during my short visit to Baghdad I gave advice
to employ the Baghdad reactor for carrying out studies in the
-field of nuclear physics, that is, studies on neutron
radiative capture.
considerations?

Such advice was hased on the following

1) A. Ge-detector spectrometer is used in these
experiments, which is a good apparatus to work with in many
fields of nuclear physics, adjacent sciences and in solving
applied tasks. For example, the spectrometer available at the
Institute can he switched on at any time to work on the
problem of bore-hole logging. Thus having mastered
spectrometry methods, you are potentially prepared to solve a
large scope of various tasks.

2) In my opinion the radiation transitions research
should contribute decisively to our knowledge about nucleus.

3) The IRT reactor is most suitable for working with
thermal neutrons. The radiation capture is the main process
in the interaction between neutrons and nuclei. The range
of activities on research of neutrons radiative capture is
big enough.'

On my arrival in Baghdad as an"IAE4 expert in September.
1969^ the Institute had already purchased and adjusted the
Ge-detector spectrometer. How, following my advice, thermal
neutron beams on the reactor thermal column have been shaped
up and methodics of spectra processing on the IBM worked out.
3°C1 and 52y spectra measurements have proved the spectrometer
is of high quality» A concrete plan of works was required
to be formulated.

There is no doubt that my four month appointment as an
expert was too short for carrying out the whole cycle of
research work from the preparing of experiments to the publish-
ing of papers5 however, taking into account that my co-operation
with this Institute can be extended after the expiry of four
months, the I.V.Kurchatov Institute provided me with seven
isotopes (3°Si, 34s,, selenium -74, 765, 77, 80, 82) for research
work on the Baghdad reactor.
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Besides carrying out experiments and processing their
results I also agreed to take up two problems; Finding
out regularities of p-levels decay in 21^A^41 nuclei in
relation to 31si and 35s spectra measurements and probing
the possibilities to work on resonant neutrons.

The volume'of the work was too large hut the Iraqi
physicists started working on the programme with enthusiasm*
Sometimes the work was continued even during days off, which
was highly due to Dr. P. Jafar's- personal example.

¥hat has been done?

3 4 Se and Se have beenMeasurements of
finished completely. The question of Se—74,76,77 isotopes
measurements is under decision lately because of some setbacks
in nutrigen liquid system resulted in: damage to the detector
and the necessity to repair it. Considering the possibility
to carry out the work on resonant neutrons a conclusion was
made that experiments were necessary, but unfortunately there
was no time* The work on p-levels decay of ̂ 2.1—k nuclei
has been completed.

What are the evident results of the work?

Two articles are ready to be published* a) Y-vj
spectra from 3Ogi(ny)s 31gi ana. 34g(n Y)35s reactions on
thermal noutrons§ and b) de-excitation of p-levels of even/odd
21^A>41 nuclei in the process of cascade transition following
thermal neutron capture. These papers are included in
this report as Annex I and II. As the co-author of these
works I am unable to judge them, but I think them to be A-class
studies. Of special interest are the conclusions of the
second.paper » In this connection, I think it is necessary
to raise a question about special research on M-I transitions -
between p-̂ states- for it turned out that their intensities are
directly connected with the nature of these states. These
works are possibly reasonable ones to be established in Baghdad
where these phenomena were for the first time understood.

I think that joint work between the two institutes - the
Œ.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy and the Nuclear
Research Institute of Baghdad - was very fruitful for both
institutes. Therefore, I recommend that such joint work
be continued further and on a larger scale.
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My.work on neutron analysis

I was appointed an expert on neutron physics "but
as far as.I was involved in works on neutron activation
analysis, I had to give part of my time to this question.
The thing is, that I had also agreed to carry cu+- on the
Baghdad reactor the works on neutron activation analysis,
considering them as most important applied studies that
are-carried, on a reactor of this type. In this direction,
two Iraqi physicists had a qualification practice in Moscow
in my secticn5 and under my guidance an automatic and
pneumatic transporter for activation analysis was designed and
manufactured at the I.V.Kurchatov Institute,. which was •"•-hen
shipped to Iraq. To adjust the pneumatic transporter two
engineers came to Iraq on November 5 5 1969. -â-t present
the experimental assembly of the system has "been finished
in the reactor hall and the pneumatic transporter will "be
mounted in the working conditions. I had to determine the
plan of the system adjustment as well as the plan of the
system test in the working conditions and the plan of the
initial experimental work. ^

-̂.
In my opinion the main directions in' the work of the

neutron activation analysis team must bes determination
of elements content in rocks (joing work with the geological
department), determination-of- ad-mixtures in oil and its
products and as a perspective work - research on elements
content in biologica.1 objects.

Lectures

I delivered four lectures at this Institute on the
themess

a) useful a'nd'useless experiments in nuclear physics.
The lecture was delivered at the request of Iraqi
physicists and its text is contained in Annex III of
this report.

b) radiative capture of thermal neutrons - 2 lectures.

c) neutron radioactive analysis of elements-content and
.neutron radiative logging of oil bore-holes (work done
under my guidance at' the I.V.Kurchatov Institute).



Short Summary of the Main Proposals

1) ¥orks on solution of applied tasks should include two
thirds of the FHI activities^

2) To widen the scale of works in the NHI on application
of nuclear physics methods and nuclear radiations in
prospect3 excavation, manufacture and processing of oil
and its products.

3) To increase training of scientific and technical cadres
"by using the ÏÏRI experimental base. To establish close
contacts with, the Baghdad University.

4.) To concentrate efforts of the physics department on the
already chosen directions. To obtain in shorter time
the know-how of the available modern research equipment.

5) Taking into account the lucky combination to have in
one institute the (n ̂ ) reaction researches and the
geological department, to develop methods of neutron
radiative analysis of elements content in rocks.

6) The NRI directorate mufst find a leader for the neutron
activation analysis team in order to establish close
contact between this group and the geological department
and oilmen.

7) To promote co-operation between the ÎTRI and other
institutes, in particular, thp Kurchatov Institute of
the Atomic Energy of Moscow.

8) As far as the co-operation and assistance between
institutes does most fruitfully influence their
work, I recommend that IAEA, seek for forms of encourage-
ments and stimulation of joint works of institutes.

9) Iraqi physicists who are investigating neutron radiative
capture, must consider the question to establish special
studies on M-I transitions between p-levels of nuclei.

Finally I would like to express my gratitude to the
Iraqi physicists for their nice'and friendly reception.
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AHNEX I



- L.

I, - V . •--- -• n • Atomic

l'Iie energies

after thernal r.̂ uiron ĉ v'.

Based on these Eeasiii'eme;:;

for ^ Si ancl "'yS aî e crcr.

-..sities of y-raiys emijted

Si and S are measured,

_ -IIative decay schemes

• . iiscussed»



Introduction-!-

The spectra of £~rays following thermal neutron

capture in ^ Si and ^ S have not been previously measured

due to the relatively low cross-sections for this reaction

and the saiail abundance of juese isotopes in the correspond-

ing natural elements. In fact, only 2 to 3 strong Jf-ray

transitions that belong to these two isotopes were identified

in previous investigations (1-3) with natural elemental

targets.
31 55

Measurements of |T-ray spectra of J Si and -^S

were carried out at the IRT-2000 reactor of tne Nuclear

Research Institute utilisxng the thermal column experimental

facii^ïj, , '.'.hi; :.-.:•.., . ri bea:-:. transport arrangement and tne

}f -spectrometer car -.vas used have been described previously

(4,5)' A lOcc G-e(Li) detector -.vas used in a singles

arrangement of close geometry. Detector pulses were fed

simultaneously into "U'o pulse amplitude analysers of 4096

and 1024 channels covering the energy intervals 600-8000 Icev

and 30-800 kev respectively. Gain and zero stabilisation

techniques .vere employed in order to minimize long term drifts

in the system.

Background runs -.vere taken with a carbon target

and typical spectra .vere accumulated for 24-36 hours. At

least two separate runs for each ir~tope were taken and. the

results were analysed with the aid •£ computer programmes

(6) that were developed specifically for the analysis of

V -spectra from nigh resolution detectors. iSnergy

calibrations .vere made by using T-ray transitions from

^Cl(n, Jr ) ? Cl whose energies were accurately determined

in a previous investigation (5)«

The silicon and sulpnur targets were enriched •

to 88.4/J in ^ Si and 97>5 in S respectively. Curing the '

measurements, approximately 30/i of the total count rate was

due to background & -rays and for this reason low intensity

)f -transitions did not appear in the final spectra.

The energies and intensities of Y-transition
31 35

from ^ Si and ^ S isotopes are listed in Tables-1 and II.
The intensities are given in terms of tne number of if-rays

emitted per one hundred neutron captures and were determined

from the relation,



(i)

Equation (1) a,b:i..mcs -..i'.at all V-ray trnsitions had. been

detected ana oors^,;;uc:.vly tue intensities :-iven are slightly

overestimated. ;v •.•.-:v, r ;. oy applying the rale that the sua of

intensities of X •••transitions crossed by any horizontal section

taken across tne decay t>ciieme siiouid equal to 100/i, it will be

verified tnat tjue error in tne intensity normalisation should.

be less than lQ;-̂
• 5 1 "z>c>

The proiooed decay schemes for ^ Si and -^S are

Si.own in Fi^s. 1 ana io iuese scnemes ,vere constructed by

using the energy levels tnat vvere determined from (d,p) and
other cnarjed parri cl

that- .vere detemimc-

side of each decay oc.

r e a ••-• T -l o -.- The level energies

e>iven of the left

31c.'Discv.so i. .TO of Proi'osed Level Scheme fo.:* Si—

• 1) 'ihc direct transition from the capturing state

to trie 753*3 could \o: ^e observed in the measured spectra.

Since the strength cf this transition is of some interest, an

upper limit on its intensity is indicated.

2) The presence of the comparatively intense

Ï -transitions 1306.0 and 4530 ke^ made possible the cascade

1306-4-530 keV ending at trie first excited state. The 5283 keV

level is likely to coincide with the 5272 keV level which gives

a large proton y; aid in th.-* (d,p) rea. tion . In reference (12)

the 5272 keV level .vas assigned v/itn 1 = 0 and J = i—+ . The

presence of an intense transition from the capturing state

supports an orbital momeritura assignment of 1 = 1 for this

level. Since its position is 1750 keV higher than the 3533 keV

2p3/2
29level and by analogy .vith Si, the one neutron 2p, /p

Therefore,configuration may be asoigned to the 528j> keV level.

the Ml transition resulting from the decay of 2p, y2 >"2p,/^

would have an energy of 1750 keV(5283 - 3533 keVj. However,

tne appearance of an intense double escape peak on the measured

spectra at"an energy of 1759 keV, which belongs to the 2?80 keV

fc* -transition, hindered the extraction of the 111 transition and

an upper limit on its intensity is estimated to be ^ 2 . 2 ^ .

3) The measured intensity of the 3533 keV

transition in -̂  Si- -.vas corrected for the admixture of the 3538keV
29transition in ^Si} since the pontribution of the

v/as approximately 7» 5^*

ii3i isotope
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4) The tf-cascade 278Û-753 keV has been considered

in (7). Another possioility that may be considered is a

753-2780 keV cascade through the 2782 keV level, which is not

snov/n on the decay scheme.

5) The neutron binding energy in •> Si is

6589 - 1 keV.

Discussion of Proposed Level Scheme for
i

1) The 1573 keV is assumed to have a J
This assumption is supported by comparisons //ith the level

•55 37

scheme of the isotones -"S and -"Ar.

2) Direct transitions from the caturing state

to the ground and the first excited state did appear on the

measured spectra. Therefore, only upper limits for tnese

transitions are estimated and included in Table 2.

In Table 3 the intensities 1^ and tne reduced3transition probabilities 1^ /Ey
from the capturing state into 2s, /~ and 1
and one-hole states for nuclei with 21^A

one-hole states only appear in
IT

and 19 the lowest level with J =
configuration 2s -1

Ca.
1_
2

are listed for LI transitions
one-par tide
Definite

In Nuclei with N = 17

should nave the

+ Id,/, 2s-, 7o • Table 3 also gives the
ratio of the reduced transition probabilities of Ml to El
transition at the 2p, /p level. According to single-particle
C f y ^ 1 / ^ ? 1 ^ should be 0.023 for A/- "0. Therefore, the
observed reduction in the transition rates may be expected
if a direct neutron capture mechanism is assumed. It may
also be observed that the ratio of Ml/El reduced transition
probabilities is larger for nuclei 'with higher neutron binding
energies C29Si(B =8.48MeV), ^S(B = 8.64MeV), 57Ar(B =8.79MeV)
and Ca(B = 8.36 Iïev)J in comparison //ith txiose nuclei with
smaller neutron binding energies [_ ''MgCB = 7*33 MeV),
51Si(Bn = 6.59 MeV) and

 55S(BQ= 6.99 MeV).J

3) The 2023 - 3391 keV cascade might have a
reverse order and could originate through the 3596 keV level.
Ho.vever, txie higher intensity of the 2023 keV transition and
the presence of toe intense 4964 keV transition supported the
former czaoice. The latter possibility is indica-ted .vitii a
dotted line on the decay scheme.



4) The 4-903 and ' • keV levels...are sLronjly
populated after tnermal neutro; -pture .vith approximately
the same decay schemes and also are responsible for large
proton yields in the (d,p) reaction. They may be assumed to

correspond to the 2p, /o neutron state. Consequently, the
' 29 31spin-orbit 2p1 ,^ -

3 3 5 5and
5 5

energy splitting in
q
29

ig
are 1.44, 1.75, 2.49 and 2.bOMeV.

31
, ^ Sii7»
Therefore,

the energy splitting is considerably increased when tvvo protons

are added, while when two neutrons are added the energy

splitting is only slightly larger. '

5) The neutron binding energy for S is 6987 - 1

6) On the grounds of level energy differences, the

2616 keV transition may be assigned to both the 4190 and the

4965 keV levels. Therefore, an upper limit is indicated for

both of these possibilities on the decay scheme.

7) Of some interest art. transitions to states

lying above 2p, /~ i-n S. These transition have large reduced

probabilities and similar transitions have also been observed
37 41xn -"^Arand Ca. The levels which are fed by these transitions

do not produce large proton yields in trie (d,p) reaction.

The large reduced radiation widths are possibly
connected with the direct neutron capture mechanism. Lane and
Lynn (12) as well as Zaretsky (13) have predicted a dependence
of the transition matrix elements on the level depth, relative

to the neutron binding energy, in direct capture. The partial
2 7>

radiation width should be proportional to Ey and not to Bj..

Zaretsky further showed that this was, in fact, observed when

considering 2p, ,^ and 2p.̂  *2 levels in 'Si, " s and Ca.

In Table 4 the ratios of reduced transition probabilities for

2p, /£ and 2p, ,~ levels are listed, for both cases when the

radiation width is proportional to Ey and Et. . I t may be

concluded that the predictions made by (12) and (13) are

"supported by the data listed.
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Table 1
Energy and intensity of 2 -transitions in . Si31c

No.

1
!2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19

Eg , key

6589 - 1
(5836)

5154 i 5

4530 i 1

4383 - 2
4214 i 2

3857 (2835)
5629 * 1

3533 ± 1

3055 - 1
2780 i 1

2311 - l
2207 * 1
1840 - 2

1750 * 2

1695 - 1
1380 - 1
1J06.0 i 0.5

753.3 - 0.5

I, . %

1

< 0.4

0.9
12

1.5
1.5
2(4)

5.7
~ 6

70 '
60

2.5
11
2.4

4 2.2

2.1
3.4

16

87
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Table 2

Energy and Intensity of ¥ -transitions in i3

No. By (kev)

(6987)

6079 +
(5411)
4964 ?

4905 +

4638' +
(4268)

4190 +

3802 +

3391 +

3331 +
3185 +

3150 +

2797 +
2616 +
2556 +

2349 +

2085 +
2024 +

1841 '

(1789)
1574 ?

1555
908.4 +

776.1 +

647.2 +

2

1

1 -

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

0.5
0.5

0.5

Ir

< 0

0

< 1
2

5
56
0

1

5
5
7
7
1.

6.

1.

5-
54
18

12

« 5.
0.

59
^ 1.

0.

19-
0.

7o

.1

.52

.6

.6

.2

.4

.9

.6

.5

.8

.0

.6

.1

5
4

6

56

1

5
5
7

1
2
5
4

5
6
7
8
9

10

11

12
15

14

15.
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

25.

24

25
26
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Table 5
Intensity and relative probability of Ml-transitions from the capturing state to and 2s-, /2

 ie</

1

1

1

Nucleus

25Mg
2 9 Si
31S±

3 %
37Ar '
41Ca

—1Transition to l d ^ / 2 or l d ^ / 2 s t a t e

l eve l
Bnargy
UeV

—

0.976

1.273
0

0

0

0

2.010

I» ,
7'

—

0 . 4

8

1

2 . 5

<1.5

10.1

1.0

-

0.006

0.015
0.0014

0.011

< 0.0006

0.014

0.027

Transition to 2s-, /? or 2s-,/p state

Level
Energy
"eV

2.790

0.584

0

0.757

0.842

1..575

1.410

2.671

V

5.1

. 1.8

• 2.4
<0.4

5 .8

< 0.1

-

2.2

i

0.0033

0.0012 . '

0.0025
< 0.0007

0.0225

< 0.016

-

0 . 1

AVERAGE s 0.010 AVERAGE = 0.021
Average without ^ C a = 0.007

••t



Table

Ratios of Reduced Transition

Probabilities on 2p, ,.-, and 2p, ,~ Levels

Nucleus

29 S i

51Si

55S

57Ar

1.5

3.0

1.7

3.1

1.8

2.0

Zr^t 2p1/2

«r/4 >ap5/2

0.86

1.26

0.9

1.3

1.05

1.2

- 12 -
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Thermal Neutron Capture
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Abstract —

It is observed that the majority of p-levels with a large

neutron width ©^(2J + 1) also have the largest reduced transition

probability (1^/33$) when decaying into the single-particle level

2s,/P neutron state. However, for 2p,/~ levels and other p-levels

higher than 2p-,yg» t n* largest reduced transition probabilities

fire observed for Ml de-excitations into the 2p-,2 state. Thi3

enhanced Ml strength In comparison with. El transition?, in the

decay of p—levels, results from the predominantly single-particle

character, of p-states and the relatively simple nature of the Ml

transitions involved where only the spinvorbit coupling is-

affected while the nuclear core undergoes slight re-arrangements.

For example, in °Si the matrix elements of Ml transitions from

the 2pjy2 level nearly equals the single-paricle estimate,

whereas the El transition into the 2 8 ^ state-is only 5.5 x 10"^

of the single-particle value. . -,

- 1 -



1. Introduction

This study has been stimulated during tha recent
,1

measurements of <f-ray spectra following thermal neutron

capture in ^ Si and * S. These measurements added new

information on the nature of radiative de-excitations of

even-odd nuclei in the mass region 21^A^4i.

A new analysis of the available experimental information

in this region is considered worthwhile for two main

reasons -

1) The amount of experimental data that is presently

available is considerable. A largo number of nuclei

in this mass region were studied extensively by charged

particle reactions and detailed information covering a

range of excitation energies from 0 to ~7 MeV is

bublished. The majority of existing levels have been

identified. Also, for some of these levels the parity,

the reduced neutron width, the orbital and angular

momenta are determined. In addition, radiative decay

schemes after thermal neutron capture for nuclei in this

mass region are well established and with, sufficient

detail to permit careful analysis.

2) Nuclei in the region under consideration possess a large

number of different levels and yet the level densities

are small enough such that the nixing of different particle

states is avoided. It is expected that these states are

either single-particle levels or some simple multi-particle

configuration. This is supported by the fact that this



region is bounded by good closed shells at the nmgic

nuiabers 8 and 20 and also include3 the comparatively

good sub-shells that are fillod at 14 and 16 .

Tor the purpose of the present analysis, the data on

p-level characteristics have been mainly obtained from

studies of the (cL,p) reaction. This was combined with

cascade de-excitation data of p—levels of even-odd nuclei

with 234A^41 that is available from radiative decay schemes

th::'<; 'sr̂rr det«s:,..- .aiud by t ne. mal .eutroit capture *-va.j

studies*

2. Comparison of Reduced Feutron Widths and Transition

Probabilities -

The iT-decay schemes of p-levels that are strongly

populated after de-excitation of the capturing state are

under consideration. In order to illustrate these levels

more clearly, a comparison between I^/Ey and ©^ (2J + 1 )

values is si. JTKJL in fi&»l for the nuclei ile, % e , ~^Mg,
2 9Si, 51Si," 55S» 5 5 S , 57Ar and 4 1Ca, where Ej, and Iy are

the energy and intensity of y-transitions from the

capturing state into the specified level. The reduced

transition probabilities Iy/By are shown for all transitions

p

from the initial state, while the reduced neutron widths ©n

are given for p—levels (1 = 1 ) only. Relative values of

ly/Ej and ô (2J + 1 ) are proportional to the column heights

for each nucleus such that the centre line sepafating the

columns coincides with the actual level position. In fig.l

all the known level positions for each nucleus are indicated



by short vertical lines and the experimentally identified

p-levels are labelled with 1 = 1 . The qualitative

correlation between ©j~ (2J + 1 ) and I^fEÇ values io clearly

illustrated in fig.l. This supports the assumption that

those p-levels which are efficiently populated following

thermal neutron capture are predominantly single-particle

states. The de-excitation of these levels shall be

considered further. A similar comparison was made for

four of these nuclei in an earlier study by Groshev and
p

Demidov .

In the present work extensive use has been made of the

data included in the reviews** and Ne results'7, % e

data6, 25Mg results7, 29S1 experiment8, 51Si measurements1'9»10

1 5
studies

1» 1 1, 5 7
Ar work12 and data1

3. Comparison of Decay Schemes of 2p,/p levels —

In all the nuclei under consideration the lowest level

with 1 = 1 h&a a large neutron width.and is strongly

populated by a transition from tha capturing state with an

intensity that varies from 40 - 60%. This level is

identified to be the 2p,/p state. The decay schemes of

these 2p,/g levels are presented in fig.2, where only th«

outgoing transitions from these levels are uhown. Relative

values of Ir/Ef are inserted at the arrow breaks and are

normalised to 100?6 for the sum of all outgoing transitions

from the 2p,y_ level. Assignments of 1 and J are included

together with the reduced *idths in relative units. The



largest values of Iy/Ep for Bl transitions aro encircled.

According to ta© ehell-model, nuclei with neutron

number N= 11-19 are expected to bave the predoainantly

single-particle states l̂ c/p» ^Bx/p arL(^ ̂ 3/2 a t

excitation energies. The 2s, ,2 and Id,,- become definitely

fcole-states only when the neutron number is 21 ( Ca),

whereas in nuclei with N = 17 and 19 the lowest level with
IT l* '

J = -5~ is evidently a mixture of the neutron configurations
scnejaos o f fiS»2 the lowest

level with J^= -^~ is illustrated with a thicker line-

À regularity may be immediately observed by inspection

2 —1
2sl/2 + ld3/2 2sl/2 *

of fig.2 in that the largest values of are associated

with 2p5/2 2sl/2 with the exception of

where the —4- level is expected to be a hole-state and

probably the transition to this level was not observed for

purely experimental reasons.

The preferential decay of the 2p,/g state into the 2

cannot be siccounted for, especially if thase transitions are

considered to-be purely single-particle in character and if

the estimates are made by using the Weisskopf-Moszkowski

formulae . The non single-particle nature of these

transitions is to be further demonstrated.

It is worth pointing oufr a curious observation in that

these nuclei prefer to be de-exoited from the capturing

s-state by strongly populating the 2p-state which in turn

populates the 2s-state and with much less probability the

Id-state is populated. Evidently transitions from the



2p-state into the 2s iavolve lesser re-arrangement of ' n

nuclear core»

4. Comparison of Decay Schemes of 2p1/,> levels -

Iccordijag to theoretical calculations the spin-orbit

energy splitting between the 2p1y2 and 2p,y2 levels is

around 2 MeV. Experimentally, a level exists approximately

2 MeV higher than 2p?,» with 1 = 1 and J = —i- which is

responsible for a largo proton yield in (d,p) reactions and

has a relatively large value of I^/E^ for transitions from

the initial state. This is normally identified to be the

single-particle level 2p, /g • ^k® decay schemes for the

2p 1 / 2 is shows in fig.3 for the nuclei ^Si, 5*S;:, 57Ar and

Oa, where the level identification is definite. In

Addition, the levels which should nost probably correspond

to the 2p, #2 single-particle state in both * Si and *?Q

have been identified recently^. The same notation of fig.2

is used it. fig.3» but additionally 2pjy2 level is represented

by a thick line and the largest value of I^/Bj for Ml

transitions is encircled twice.

From fig.3 it appears that the 2p,^ l e v ol *lfl0 prefers

to de-excite through an XI transition into the 2s,y2 state.

In fact the 10. transition into the 2p*/p state proves to be

more probable and the average experimental ratio

(I r/By) 2 p^ 2 / (Iy/ï3?|l i a 2.9 , whereas the

single-particle value for this ratio is calculated to be

0.028.



The existence of very intense Ml transitions has been

pointed out on a number of previous occasions. The

theoretical work of Mottleson •? and Brink attributed

the appearance of strong Mi's to spin-flip transitions

17
which affect the spin-orbit coupling. While Endt ' and

3.8
Maripuu discussed the enhanced Ml transition rates between

analogue-to-anti-analogue states. The intense Ml transitions

that are under consideration undoubtedly result from the

predominantly single-particle nature of p-states and are

spin-flip transitions. Evidently, the observed enhancement

of Ml transition rates between p~levels is due to the fact

that the nuclear core undergoes smaller re-arrangement than

in 2p > 2s, which in turn is lesser than 2p ^ Id

transitions.

5. Comparison of Deoay Schemes of other p-letfels —

Apart from the 2'9-JL/O a û d 2pi/2 level"s nuclei

possess a small number of levelË with 1 = 1, but

with smaller values of © 2 and

into ldê/2 • ld3/2 ' 2sl/2 a n d 2 pê/2 3/2 l/2 3/2

These levels decay

A l i s t i s Siven in

Table 1 that includes p-levels with 62(2J + 1 ) ^ O.l[©2(2J + l

and also some levels are included whose reduced transition

probabilities from the capturing state is large but ln' and

9 2 values have not been definitely assigned.

These levels must possess a more complicated nature than

the single-particle 2p-atates. They may be formed from a

mixture of single-particle 2p-neutron states and the states

to which the excitation of identical nucléon pairs is .added.

Jmsx



The decays of these levels maiy cer-c . aly differ froa that

of the pure 2p-Btates» However, the data in Table 1 show.

that most of the p—states that are listed prefer to decay

through El transitions into the 2s,/p or» alternatively,

by Ml transitions into 2p,/2«

It should be emphasized that Ml transitions between

p-levels normally possess small enex»gies and therefore, even

if Iy is comparatively saallt the reduced transition probability

may be large . For experimental reasons low energy

iT-transitions with a relatively email intensity are difficult

to observe and it may be for tuis reason that other Ml

transitions, which might exist, have been omitted froa Table 1»

6« Absoluts life-Times of p~states -

The life-times of three p-levels have been measured for

nuclei in the mass region of interest. For •'Si the 2P5/2

level at 4.93 MeV has P.= 0.57 4 0.09 eV19, the 2p 1 / 2 level

at 6.34 MeT has P = 1.43 * 0.37 eV20 and the 2.47 HeV level

4 1 Ç ^ 2 1 The thforetical andin 4 10a has x 10"^ eV21.

experimental values for the transition probabilities are

compared in Table 2. ' The Theoretical values were calculated

by means of th© Weisskopf formulae -

Ç. B 1 = 0.068

0.019 SI
«id P

Where V?. ia the width ia eV and B v Is in MeV.

Inspection of Table 2 shows that the SI transitions from

6
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p-ievels in one-particle or one-hole s and d states are

strongly prohibited. This feature is not in conflict

with the accepted conclusion that the capturing state is

de-excited by SI transitions with a probability close to

- 22
the Weisskops estimate, since the factor D/D eubers and

the usually adopted value in the case of "Si and .S is

about 1/30.

On the other hand, the Ml transition 2p, >~ > ^£3/2

in % i can be seen froa the Table to be purely single-
4-1

particle in character. However, in Oa the matrix

elements for the LU transition ia smaller than the single-

particle estimate and this is due to the fact that the

2,4-7 MeV level is not a pure single-particle state» The

2p,/p single-particl© level in Ga at 1.95 KeV has a

reduced neutron width (0^) r e l = 50* *ae 2.47 KeV level has

(6^) - .= 14.6. It is of interest to determine the ratio

of the redur. ad transition probabilities for "Ml transitions

from the 2p, /p single-particle level at 3»95 MeV to the

1.95 and 2.47 MeV levels in xCa and ia found to be 7, while

the ratio 6^(1.95 MeV)/e^(2.47 MeV) is 3.5.

7. Odd-Even Nuclei -

Decay schemes of isobaric even-odd and odd-even mirror

nuclei have been discussed on several previous occasions.

In fig. 4, a comparison is made between the decay of the

2 p V 2 l e v e l * n C i «^d s» ^k® observed regularities in

the decay of p-levels in even-odd nuclei may W applied to



the corresponding p-lcvels in odd-even nuclei.

8. Odd - Odd

Groshcv and Damidov ^ pointed out tha influence of

j — j multiplets caused by different relative orientation

of the angular soasnta of the odd neutron and proton on th©

de—exoitatioa of odd - odd nuclei oftor thenaal neutron

capture. Such multiplets aanifest themselves, for example,

by the fact that lu &£Q. - odd auclei the capturing state is

de-excited by several transitions to lovele with lfi = 1

instead of ths single intense transition to 2p*/2 ***•* *8

observed in tiie oaee of even-odd nuclei. These levels also

have large reduced neutron width aad result froa the different

relative orientation of the non-excited even proton and

neutron in th<5 2P3/2 state. It would, therefox*e, b© of

interest to study the dacay schemes of p-levels la odd - odd

nucloi,

• coapariaoa bettroen the :ycay schenea of p-lc/els in

* P and ^"d is shown in fig.5, whore the usual symbols are

used end the intensity Iv for transitions froa the capturing

state ilB indicated. Inspection of fig5 shows that the

majority of p-lovels in *~Pt and also in " s , prefer to

decay to ^i/2 & e u^ 7 0 n levels at 516 KeT and 1150 Kof.

la. addition, the 5775 and 4010 Ze7 levels decay via aa KL

transition into th« p-state at 3264 ZeV with a large

reâuced probability.

Th« preferential decay of p-states into 2s^#g state»

is also illustrated by the data listed in Table J for the

10



odd - odd 28A1 nucleus24. In 28A1 the 2.&1/2 neutron

states are at the ground-state and 32 KeV.

9. Even - Odd Nuclei with

The possibility of measuring the life-times of p-levels

that de-excite by Ml transitions in even-odd nuclei with

29<XÇ>3 by the resonance scattering method should ba

considered. These nuclei are of special interest sines

the 2p,/2 level ia fcss» strongly populated.
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Figure Captions

Pig.l Comparison between reduced neutron widths

©^(2J + 1 ) and reduced transition probabilities

Iv-/Eç from the capturing state.

Fig.2 Decay schemes of 2-&X/2 ^-evelB»

Pig.3 Decay schemes of 2p^y2 levels.

c:Ji3 of 2px/;, lovsVo :U
;.

: ; 5 Compaq :i'. . •. of decay schemes of ^ P oz-A



Table 1

decays of p-levals in nuclei with

except (2pj/2 aJad

Nucleus

21
Ho

Level
Eaergy
MeY

- 15 -



I

' Table 2

Radiation Widths of p-levels

.Nucleus

2 % i
2 9Si
2V

4^0a
41Ca

Level Energy
MeV

4.95

b.55

-. 2.47

2.47

2.47

Transi t ion Energy
MeV

4.95

6O5
1.41

0.52

2.47

0.46

Type of
nsition

E l

E l

MI

MI

E2

ET

[fi (Experimental)

eV 1 W.U

0.52

0.91

0.051
«.il

<9.10~6

CIO"7

6 .9 .10" 5

5.5.1O"3

0 . 9 •

<0.35
<1.2.1û~2

<10"5

ft
t

(Theory)
e?

75 •

166

0.057

2.7.10"5

7.5.10~4

7.5.10"2

i i
; J

j
i \

\ j
i \

bai.



Table 5

- decays of p-levels in Al

I oval
Ç" i 'i £* V*CP V

(KeV)

5465

5592

5877

4691

4766

4*05

5*55

5443

n

1 (3)

1 (5)

1

1 .

1

1

1

1

7.1

7.8

5.2

8.7

10.0

5.7

5.5

4.0

0 KeV

1 n a s 0

J = 3*

100

66

100

64

7

94

90

-

Xg/iSj. 70

31 KeV

—

11

-

36

45

-

10

33

972 KeV

/-C0.1)

-

-

-

(5)

-

-

-

1014 KeV

^=(2,3)

—

23

-

-

-

6

-

-

2135 KeV

-

-

-

43

-

-

67

- 17 -
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USEFUL AND USELESS EXPERIMENTS III NUCLMR PHYSICS

Lecture delivered at the Nuclear Research Institute
in Eaghdad at the request of Iraqi Physicists.

The problem of making a considerable contribution
to science ought to stir mostly small groups and
laboratories insufficiently provided with modern experimental
equipment. From this "standpoints I am going to consider
certain questions relating to the development of modern
nuclear physics as science about the nucleus.

In the first place, I should like to postulate the
statement necessary for my consideration that we are now
at the initial stage of nuclear physics development. In
this case I would represent nuclear physics in the way of
such a triangular figure (fig.l).

I Nuclear J
\ Physics

Modern nuclear spectroscopy and
modern views on the nucleus
structure

The lower, shaded part represents modern nuclear physics?
i.e. all the data on the nucleus obtained by nuclear spectroscopy
and conception of the nucleus structure. The diffused
boundaries of this area prove the fact that despite our
relatively large scope of knowledge about the nucleus we do
not know the basis; nature of nuclear forces, the satisfying
picture of the nucleus structure and particles movement in the
nucleus,'therefore, we do not know the extent of what we have
learnt about the nucleus.

The upper part of Fig.l corresponds to the area where no
concepts have been introduced so far, and which we have no
notions of. The arrows on the top point out the endlessness
of each science.

To my mind, nowadays activities of the enormous army
of nuclear physicists and, to some extent, the scientists
themselves, accordingly, might be subdivided into four
groups (see Fig.2).
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of cognition would have been subdivided and, accordingly,
the question of concordance in the activities of different
nuclear physicists and groups has corns up, and the question
of defining their proper work in science among individual
physicists and groups.

Basing on Pig. 2 I introduced the definition of the
useless experiment in nuclear physicss as the experiment
information of it has not been delivered to the consequent
groups, that is, in particular, it has not been used for
revealing tho experimental regularities. (Here I regard
only nuclear physics and do not dwell upon measurements
necessary for applied tasks» Experiments known to be harmful
are also not regarded here, they are to be referred to as
a crime when they intend to make an experiment knowing in
advance it is a bad one and this leads to loss of material
and manpower resources. Unfortunately, such experiments
would take place under the modern development of the
experiment technique,on an average in 5 years they carry out
rameasurements of nuclei parameters on a higher level. If,
within this period of time, the data analysis has not been
taken, the data is likely to be lost as being obsolete.)

To present the situation in a figurative way, I would
compara the object under survey of nuclear physics with the
clue threads of which are confused. Each specialist in nuclear
physics is looking forward to finding such a thread to pull
at, with which he could unreel the clue. Yet nobody can
manage to do that. The threads turn out to be torn off, and
only some pieces are pulled out requiring much efforts to be
made. The only task is how to tie up these pieces and to
reel it properly. If the pieces are short they are thrown
away, long pieces that could not be tied up for quite a while
are also lost.

How let us take up experiments in the first group. The
biggest bulk of information on nuclei characteristics is
obtained here through mass (routine) experiments. - Experimental
regularities are drawn up on the basis of this information.
Here the essential motive power is the progress in the
experiment's technique. A nuclear physics experiment is
known to consist of three main components! particles source,
target, and particles detector. Progress in each of these
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How let us go more into detail concerning mass
(routine) experiments „ There is a clear programme-
maximum put before this experiment„ all the possible
states of all nuclei should be provided with necessary
characteristic sets energy, angular and orbital moments,
reduced widths for different reactions and probabilities of
de—excitation from the given state to the lower ones,
position of nucléons in the nucleus for the given state»

4-fter the programme has been outlined in this way
we are at once faced with the problem of the necessity to
complete it in full scope, and whether the goal of nuclear
physics is going to be achieved if the programme-maximum
is completed rather than with the problem of its
realization. Unfortunately, we have no positive answers
to these questions, we do not know which branch of nuclear
physics will contribute decisively to its development;
whether it will be the sphere of low-excited conditions to
3 * 8 MeV that is being given at present the most detailed
study. These states correspond to simple nucleus excitements
and seem to be most quickly understandable» May be the
solution will come from high excitements, this concept being
essentially grounded with the discovery of analogue states,
and may be a great progress in comprehension of the nucleus
structure will take place when we leave stable nuclei or
while experimenting with many charged particles. The
analogical answer should be given in respect to selection
of decisive characteristics of nuclei states though my
personal opinion is that the greatest progress'cannot be
expected from studying radiative properties of nuclei levels.

So long as we do not know where the easiest way to unfold
the nucleus mystery is, we have no grounds to cut off the
programme-maximum in any respect.

I think the question whether the goal will be achieved
is to be answered from a general philosophic aspects point of
views believe in ability of human mind to comprehend all
in the process of endless development.

At the conclusion I would like to point out that while
starting an experiment it is difficult to foresee whether it
is going to be useful or useless. But one thing must be clear
to the experimenter: what he wants his experiment to result
in., and how he should use the experimental data obtained.
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